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Task 1 (20%) 
Trevor Kletz discusses “friendly plants” and provides a set of principles for designing inherently safer plants 
in the process industry. Present and discuss Kletz’ principles and how they could be applied in a design 
process for a new process plant. 
 
Task 2 (30%) 
Nancy Leveson has developed and described an accident model called Systems-Theoretic Accident Model 
and Processes (STAMP). 
 

a) Present the main characteristics of the STAMP model. 
b) Discuss the main differences between the Leveson’s systems theoretical perspective, and traditional 

perspectives in regards to the design of technical safety systems.  
c) Explain how you would use the principles of STAMP in the design of technical safety systems. 

Provide examples. 
 
Task 3 (50 %) 
Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) are common in the process industry. Safety Integrity Level (SIL) is a 
measure of the SIS’s reliability and availability. Lundteigen and Rausand, in their 2010 paper Reliability of 
Safety Instrumented Systems: Where to Direct Future Research?, discusses ten challenges associated with 
reliability modeling of SIS. The ten challenges are associated with 1) the modeling approach, 2) high-
demand systems, 3) dependencies, 4) testing, 5) data acquisition, 6) human and organizational factors, 7) 
software reliability, 8) uncertainty, 9) spurious activation, and 10) security.   

a) Describe the concepts of SIS and SIL. 
b) Describe a selected SIS and explain how it works. Provide a sketch of your SIS, e.g. a process & 

instrumentation diagram (P&ID). 
c) Select five out of the ten challenges from Lundteigen & Rausand (2010). Describe what the authors 

are concerned about, and provide practical examples from your selected SIS from task 3b to 
illustrate the challenges. 

***END*** 
  



Desember 2018 (ordinary exam) 
 
 
Task 1  
Choose one of the following safety systems; 1) Safety Interlock System (SIS), or; 2) a human controlled 
technical safety system on an offshore platform. 
 
The authorities’ raises concerns about the “goodness” of your system. You are asked by the system owner 
(of your case) to assess the performance of the system based on Nancy Leveson’s systems theory.  
 
In this task (task 1a), which is the major part of the exam, you shall present how you would carry out the 
performance assessment. Also (task 1b), discuss critical issues in such an assessment related to how this 
will influence the design of the system. (It is not expected that you carry out calculations or specific 
assessment of you system. The system shall be used as a recurrent example to show the recommended 
process).  
 
Furthermore, as integrated issues in your presentation of the performance assessment, you must reflect on 
the following issues: 
  
 Task 1c: Which design principles could improve the overall design and why? (Hint: Trevor Kletz 

article)  
 

 Task 1d: How could learning be integrated in a performance assessment of the system? (Hint: 
Andrew Hopkins book section) 
 

 Task 1e: How can you express and measure performance of your system? (Hint: Ove Njå book 
sections).  
 

 Task 1f: How would you validate your performance assessment (present important principles, not 
the validation)? (Hint: Borg articles) 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 
 
EXAM IN: SAM 610 Technical Safety Systems  DATE:  20 February 2018 
 
TIME AVAILABLE:  4 hours 
AID:    University approved calculator  
LANGUAGE:   Norwegian or English 
APPENDIX:    Project report 
 
The exam consists of two task on one page.  The students shall answer both tasks. 
 
 
 
Task 1 (50 %) 
Road tunnels represent an important element in the Norwegian transport network. A major fire in a tunnel 
may have severe consequences for those directly involved and the society. According to Nancy Leveson, 
accidents results from inadequate control or enforcement of safety-related constraints on the development, 
design, and operation of the system. Safety then becomes a control problem. The control actions are to 
take place in a complex and dynamic socio-technical system. A fire situation in a road tunnel involves 
many actors, whose individual actions, and interaction with others, will determine the outcome of the 
incident. Based on the theory of Nancy Leveson, discuss the major elements of the system that should 
operate to control the process: “evacuation from road tunnel during a fire.” 
 
Task 2 (50 %) 
You are responsible for providing decision support for the design of a longitudinal ventilation system in a 
single tube road tunnel. You have performed a literature study and written a report that includes important 
parameters for defining a design scenario (see appendix). You have decided to implement a scenario-
based approach. Discuss how you would proceed to achieve decision support to the project. The 
discussion must include the following topics: 

- Possible accident scenarios in a road tunnel and a relevant fire scenario. 
- Fire characteristics, including the heat release rate. 
- The purpose/function of the longitudinal ventilation system. 
- The possible adverse effects on occupant safety by introducing fresh air supply to a major fire. 

 
 

*** THE END *** 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 
 
EXAM IN: SAM 610 Technical Safety Systems  DATE:  11 December 2017 
 
TIME AVAILABLE:  4 hours 
AID:    University approved calculator  
LANGUAGE:   Norwegian or English 
APPENDIX:    Two accident investigation reports 
 
The exam consists of two major task and seven subtasks on two pages.  The students shall 
answer all subtasks under Task 1 and select one subtask under Task 2. 
 
 
 
Task 1 (70 %) 
Attached to this exam you will find a summary of the accident investigation for a fire at the container 
vessel Maersk Eugen, June 2013, and a summary of the accident investigation after a fire in a nursing 
home in Hartford, Connecticut, February 2003. Select one of the documents and use it as a foundation for 
answering task 1. 
 
According to Nancy Leveson, functional requirements, hazard identification and enforcement of safety 
constraints are central elements in obtaining system safety. These concepts are also a major part of the 
framework presented in Bjelland, Njå, Heskestad & Braut (2015) article, that also focus on scenario 
analyses as an important foundation for safety engineering. Based on the selected accident report:  
 
a) Provide a short description of the concept functional requirements and suggest two functional 

requirements to fire safety in the case presented in the selected accident investigation report.  
 

b) Provide a list of at least two hazards associated with each functional requirement from a) that need to 
be controlled in order to keep the selected fire safety system in a safe state. 
 

c) Provide a short description of the concept safety constraints, and provide an example of a safety 
constraint associated with each hazard identified in b). 
 

d) A scenario analysis could provide a foundation for dimensioning the fire water system at Maersk 
Eugen or the staffing situation in an evacuation situation at the Hartford Nursing home. Explain the 
concept dimensioning scenario, and discuss important issues that should be taken into account when 
defining a dimensioning scenario in one of these cases. 

 
 
 
 



 
Task 2 (30 %) 
 
Select one of the following tasks: 
 
a) Based on the report “Brann til middag” (Sintef, 2011), provide a set of functional requirements for a 

kitchen stove guard, that in your opinion would be necessary when designing a reliable and efficient 
stove guard. Furthermore, Rasmussen (1997) argues that effective risk management is a function of 
the actions performed by a major social hierarchical system. Identify the important levels of such a 
hierarchical system in the context of an operational kitchen stove guard, and discuss whether the 
challenges of satisfying the functional requirements is associated with certain levels of the risk 
management hierarchy. 
 

b) Identify and discuss relevant functional requirements for a fixed fire extinguishment system for the car 
deck of a Ro-Ro ship, taking into account the known challenges of electrical vehicles. Present how 
you would carry out the performance assessment of the fixed fire extinguishment system. 
 

c) Identify and discuss the relevant functional requirement for a longitudinal ventilation system for a 
road tunnel. Given the expression Qvent = kQnat [MW], where k > 1 for any longitudinal ventilation 
velocity, v > 0 [m/s], the activation of the ventilation system may represent a dilemma between 
different safety concerns during a tunnel fire. Discuss the dilemma from the perspectives of 1) the 
road users in the tunnel, 2) the fire department, 3) a single tube tunnel with bidirectional traffic, and 4) 
a twin tube tunnel with unidirectional traffic. 

 
 
 
 

*** THE END *** 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
 
 
EXAM IN: SAM 610 Technical Safety Systems  DATE:  7 December 2015 
 
TIME AVAILABLE:  4 hours 
AID: University approved calculator  
 
THE EXAM CONSISTS OF 1 MAJOR TASK AND 5 SUBTASKS ON ONE PAGE  
 
REMARKS:  Ove Njå can be contacted on telephone No. +47 915 21 404. In case that Njå 
cannot be reached, Henrik Bjelland can be contacted on No. +47 916 37 587. 
 
 
Task 1  
Choose one of the following safety systems; 1) fire water system in long and complex road traffic 
systems; 2) fire and rescue services for industrial facilities (might be Chinese); 3) gas detection system in 
an offshore oil & gas installation module. 
 
Concerns are raised about the “goodness” of your system. You are asked by the system owner (of your 
case) to assess the performance of the system based on Nancy Leveson’s systems theory.  
 
In this task (task 1a), which is the major part of the exam, you shall present how you would carry out the 
performance assessment. Also (task 1b), discuss critical issues in such an assessment related to how this 
will influence the design of the system. (It is not expected that you carry out calculations or specific 
assessment of you system. The system shall be used as a recurrent example to show the recommended 
process).  
 
Furthermore, as integrated issues in your presentation of the performance assessment the following shall 
be reflected: 
  
 Task 1c: Which design principles could improve the overall design and why? (Hint: Trevor Kletz 

article)  
 

 Task 1d: How could learning be integrated in a performance assessment of the system? (Hint: 
Andrew Hopkins book section) 
 

 Task 1e: How can you express and measure performance of your system? (Hint: Ove Njå book 
sections).  
 

 Task 1f: How would you validate your performance assessment (present important principles, not 
the validation)? (Hint: Borg articles) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
SUBJECT:  SAM 610-1 Technical Safety Systems    
DATE: 6th December 2014 
TIME: 09.00 – 13.00 
AID: University approved calculator  
THE EXAM CONSISTS OF: 2 pages and 3 tasks  
REMARKS: The number in brackets indicates the weight of the task.  
COURSE RESPONSIBLE:  Audun Borg  Henrik Bjelland   
TELEPHONE NUMBER:  908 64 749  916 37 587 
 
Task 1 (20%) 
Trevor Kletz discusses “friendly plants” and provides a set of principles for designing inherently safer 
plants in the process industry. Present and discuss Kletz’ principles and how they could be applied in a 
design process for a new process plant. 
 
Task 2 (30%) 
Nancy Leveson has developed and described an accident model called Systems-Theoretic Accident Model 
and Processes (STAMP). 
 

d) Present the main characteristics of the STAMP model. 
e) Discuss the main differences between the Leveson’s systems theoretical perspective, and 

traditional perspectives in regards to the design of technical safety systems.  
a) How can STAMP be used in the design of technical safety systems? Provide examples. 

 
Task 3 (50%) 
Design of technical safety systems is often dependent on some form of model that describes the loads 
placed upon the system at a given point of time in the future. One such load may be the temperature 
exposure from a fire to a structural element. In the design process a fire may be represented by e.g. a 
standardized temperature/time curve, an empirical model (e.g. the q = t2-model) or a detailed physical 
model which is a function of fuel properties and situational circumstances. 
Figure 1, shows the temperature vs. time relationship for a standardized temperature/time fire curve.   
 



 
 
Figure 1: ISO 834 standard temperature/time fire- curve  
 

a) Describe the purpose of the standardized temperature/time curves and describe its limitations 
associated with real life design situations and the other forms of fire models mentioned in the text 
above. 

 
In the project work associated with this course you have analysed a technical safety system. All of the 
projects included considerations of physical loads that the technical safety system should be designed to 
withstand. Use your project as a case when answering the following questions (if your project includes 
several loads you should pick one):   
 

b) Describe how the design load is included in your project. Is it a standard defined load, or a load 
explicit for the design in question?   

c) Describe the relevant properties required in order to develop an explicit design load for your 
project.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
SUBJECT:  SAM 610-1 Technical Safety Systems    
DATE: 25th February 2015 
TIME: 09.00 – 13.00 
AID: University approved calculator  
THE EXAM CONSISTS OF: 1 pages and 1 task 
REMARKS: The number in brackets indicates the weight of the task.  
COURSE RESPONSIBLE:  Audun Borg  Henrik Bjelland   
TELEPHONE NUMBER:  908 64 749  916 37 587 
 
 
Task 1 (100%) 
 
Write a text addressing the following issues: Challenges in the planning, design and maintenance of 
technical safety systems.  
 
The basis for answering the task is the course curriculum, both your self-selected literature and the general 
literature for the course. You are free to organize the text as you wish, but in the evaluation we will 
emphasize your treatment of the following three elements: 
 
Element 1: Understanding of the course literature  
Emphasis will be put on your understanding of the course literature and how you manage to use this literature 
in examples in the text. You are free to select examples when answering the task, and you also have the 
possibility to refer to your own project in the response.  
 
Element 2: The use of models, or calculation methodologies  
In the text you should discuss the usage of relevant models and calculation methodologies in relation to your 
examples. 
 
Element 3: Theoretical perspectives 
In your text you need to discuss how various theoretical perspectives either support, or weaken your 
argumentation. Relevant terms in this regard could be (but not limited to): design principles, design 
conditions, function, performance, scenarios, dependencies, uncertainty and validation. 
  



 



 





 



 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DET TEKNISK – NATURVITENSKAPELIGE FAKULTET 
 
 
EKSAMEN I: MOS 260  Tekniske sikkerhetssystemer  DATO:  14. desember 2010 
 
TID FOR EKSAMEN:  4 timer 
TILLATTE HJELPEMIDDEL: Godkjent kalkulator 
 
OPPGAVESETTET BESTÅR AV 2 OPPGAVER PÅ 2 SIDER + vedlegg (rapport) 
 
MERKNADER :  Tallene i parentes gir vektingen av oppgavene 

 
 
 
Oppgave 1 (70 %) 
 
Granskningsrapporten ”Livbåthendelser Veslefrikk B og Kristin” (heretter kalt granskningsrapporten) er 
vedlagt og skal brukes som underlag for din forståelse og drøfting av oppgavene b) – e) under. Bruk 
granskningsrapporten til å eksemplifisere og understreke ulike prinsipper, metoder og perspektiver fra 
pensum. 
 

a) Forklar hva du legger i begrepene; designprinsipper, teknisk sikkerhetssystem, ytelse og 
ytelseskrav/grenseverdier  
 

b) Hva er Trevor Kletz sin tilnærming til designprinsipper? Sammenlign funn i granskningsrapporten 
og Kletz sine perspektiver på årsaksmekanismer til ulykkeshendelser. 
 

c) Andrew Hopkins reiser kritikk mot risikobaserte beslutninger. Dette står i skarp kontrast til 
granskningsrapportens krav (kap. 6.5). Drøft Hopkins sine innvendinger i forhold til caset i 
granskningsrapporten.   
 

d) Trekk ut et teknisk sikkerhetssystem fra granskningsrapporten. Hvordan ville du målt godheten av 
dette systemet slik at det kunne dimensjoneres på en fornuftig måte.  
 

e) Beskriv kort hvordan de tekniske sikkerhetssystemene beskrevet i granskningsrapporten interagerer 
med andre systemer? Hvorfor er det viktig å forstå hvordan tekniske sikkerhetssystemer interagerer 
med andre systemer (vis gjerne til øvrige eksempler fra pensumlitteraturen)? 
 

f) Foreslå en fremgangsmåte for å utforme et teknisk sikkerhetssystem (velg selv eksempel for å 
illustrere dine anbefalinger). 
 



 
Oppgave 2 (30 %) 
 
Figuren nedenfor viser temperaturøkning i en stålbjelke som følge av oppvarming fra en brann som følger 
ISO 834 tid-temperaturkurve.  
 

a) Hvorfor brukes slike standardiserte brannkurver?  
 

b) Hvilke begrensninger har slike brannkurver i forhold til å definere laster på en konstruksjon? 
 

 
 

 
Figur 1: Oppvarming av stålbjelke (nederste kurve) som følge av brannpåvirkning fra en standard ISO 
834 tid-temperaturkurve 
 


